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NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 2018
NEXT MEETING
Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC), Mount
Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 28 November at 19h15.
Programme:
➢
Beginner’s Corner: “Southern hemisphere summer constellations” by Johan Smit.
➢
What’s Up? by Johan Smit.
----------------------------------- 10-minute break — library will be open. -------------------------------➢
Main talk: “The surface of Pluto” by Michael Poll. *
➢
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Pierre Lourens.
* See page 10 for a summary of his talk.

NEXT OBSERVING EVENING
Friday 23 November from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also
situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Astronomy- related articles on the Internet
New dwarf planet nicknamed The Goblin. The Goblin is a very small dwarf planet, very far
away. It might help astronomers in their search for the long-sought Planet X.
http://earthsky.org/space/new-dwarf-planet-the-goblin-planet-x?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=e82e5c2244EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79e82e5c2244-394671529
13 hyperfast alien stars are invading the Milky Way. Hypervelocity stars represent the fastestmoving stars in our galaxy. These rogue stars move so speedily that they are gravitationally
unbound from the Milky Way; instead of orbiting the galaxy's centre like our Sun and billions of
others do, many seem to blaze forward on an unstoppable path out of the Milky Way entirely.
https://www.livescience.com/63756-hypervelocity-alien-stars-milky-way.html?utm_s
Why haven't we found aliens? Because we're just not looking hard enough.
https://www.livescience.com/63843-look-harder-for-aliens.html?utm_source=lsnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20181017-ls
11 fascinating facts about our Milky Way Galaxy.
https://www.livescience.com/63847-facts-about-the-milky-way.html?utm_source=lsnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20181017-ls
Stunning cosmic map shows the location of 1.7 billion stars. The masses of data gathered
by the GAIA satellite has been released. Some of it was used to create this map. And anyone
can access the GAIA data archive. https://www.livescience.com/62407-star-map-milky-way.html
Stephen Hawking's final book. https://www.livescience.com/63854-stephen-hawking-says-nogod.html?utm_source=ls-newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20181021-ls
Europa may have towering ice spikes on its surface. These are known on Earth and Pluto.
Jupiter’s moon Europa might have them, too. If they’re there, they could make a future landing on
Europa tricky. https://earthsky.org/space/jupiters-moon-europa-penitentes-ice-spikes
Bold new plan announced to explore alien ocean worlds. Earth is not the only ocean world in
the solar system. A new paper just published in the journal Astrobiology seeks to plan out the
best ways to explore these alien oceans. https://earthsky.org/space/new-plan-how-to-exploresolar-system-ocean-worlds?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=18336dcd51EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d7918336dcd51-394671529
Brightest comet in the night sky. Comet 46P/Wirtanen is getting brighter and might reach
naked eye visibility before the end of 2018. https://earthsky.org/space/46p-wirtanen-possiblyvisible-to-eye-dec-2018?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=2b9fd925a5EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d792b9fd925a5-394671529
When white dwarf meets brown dwarf, pow! In 1670, sky watchers saw a nova, a star that
appeared where none had been before. Today’s astronomers have learned it was a collision between an
aging white dwarf star, and less massive brown dwarf.
https://earthsky.org/space/when-white-dwarf-meets-brown-dwarf

New technology may help solve mystery of life’s origins. New technology, the Planet
Simulator, is in use to help scientists better understand the origin of life on Earth and elsewhere
in the Universe. https://earthsky.org/space/new-technology-solve-mystery-of-lifes-origins
Astronomers spot one of the oldest stars ever.
https://www.msn.com/en-za/money/technology/astronomers-spot-one-of-the-oldest-stars-ever/arBBPoO0z?ocid=spartandhp
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Astronomy-related images and video clips on the Internet
Lightning across the solar system. https://earthsky.org/space/lightning-across-the-solarsystem-video?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=196f4bec0dEMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79196f4bec0d-394671529
New image shows a haunting comet landscape. This is what the surface of comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko looks like. https://earthsky.org/space/new-rosetta-image-comet67p-c-g-oct-2018?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=6265947031EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d796265947031-394671529
Wow! Zoom to the Milky Way’s centre. Decades of work have gone into probing the heart of
our Milky Way galaxy. Click in for a video showing stars orbiting the 4-million-solar-mass black
hole at our galaxy’s core. https://earthsky.org/space/video-zoom-in-to-the-center-of-the-milkyway?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=4f8dbfdf79EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d794f8dbfdf79-394671529
Compare sizes of Sun and stars. A 2-minute video from ESO comparing the sizes of Earth,
our Sun and stars.
https://earthsky.org/space/video-compare-size-stars-sun?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=298fcc1851EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79298fcc1851-394671529
Time-lapse shows 25 years of Supernova 1987A. A new time-lapse shows Supernova 1987A
evolving in the depths of space over 25 years.
https://earthsky.org/space/timelapse-shows-25-years-of-supernova-1987a
Ghostly orange light envelops Earth during rare airglow.
https://www.livescience.com/64027-orange-earth-airglow.html?utm_source=lsnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20181107-ls

Invitation to members
Interested Members of the Pretoria Centre are invited to give a “Beginner’s Corner”
presentation on a topic extracted from the list below. If anyone feels that he/she can
make a “Main Topic” out of these suggestions, feel free to do so (!)
Please inform Johan Smit (copy to Michael Poll) if you are willing to give a presentation.
➢

"Summer" constellations (November - March) : Using a whole sky map, identify, for
example, Pegasus, Taurus, Orion, Canis Major ,Gemini, Carina, Vela.
Can be discussed individually or one or two at a time.
To note dates & times visible, history/mythology, names and properties of [the brightest]
stars. Deep sky and other items of interest.

➢

Observation of artificial satellites. (Eg name and function of satellite, times of sighting,
path across the sky, and brightness.) Where to get information of satellite names, times
of passes and interpretation of the information (e.g Heavens Above).

➢

Explain magnitude as applied to the brightness of celestial objects and the factors
affecting apparent brightness. List the brightest stars, comparing apparent magnitude
with distance. Factors affecting the varying magnitudes of the planets e.g distance,
phase & albedo.

➢

Electromagnetic radiation – eg types, sources, propagation, detection (including
description of dedicated satellites eg Chandra, IRAS. Ω
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Observing: A butterfly in the Milky Way - by Magda Streicher
All of us are familiar with insects, but some of the prettiest creatures found anywhere are
the familiar butterflies. Star clusters can show off all kinds of shapes and sizes, and most of the
time they project creatures.
The stars in the group NGC 6405 aka Messier 6 in the constellation Scorpius, are
commonly known as the “Butterfly Cluster”, and the group has all the right in the world to claim
the name.
This open star cluster is, with one word, just beautiful, very bright, irregular and spacious,
but somewhat more crowded towards the middle. The group contains some of the most beautiful
star string-arches, curls and lark lanes. Flying its stars in a north-west direction the group with
two short strings indicate the antennas that project towards the north-west edge. Two rows of
stars around 5’ in length on both the north-east and south-west ends can be seen as the
stretched out, delicate wings of an imaginary butterfly.
The typical large northern Mopani butterfly has a lovely large yellow dot on each of its
wings. But our starry butterfly has only one yellow dot on its north-eastern wing, the bright yellow
star BM Scorpii, a semi-regular variable star whose brightness slowly fluctuates between
magnitude 6.8 and 8.7. So, my nickname for Messier 6 is the Northern Mopani, with sadly one
dot missing. Higher power brings out fainter members that linger between the wings. To top it up
it is visible to the naked eye and even more stunning through binoculars.
Don’t miss the butterflies. Ω
OBJECT
TYPE
RA
DEC
MAGNITUDE
SIZE
NGC 6405
Open cluster 17 h 40.3 m
4
20’
- 32o 15’
Messier 6
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Feature of the month: Will we recognize life on an exoplanet?
- by Pierre Lourens
A group of leading researchers in astronomy, biology and geology have come
together under NASA’s Nexus for Exoplanet System Science (NExSS) and made an
inventory of the most promising signs of life on an exoplanet, called biosignatures. They
considered how to interpret the presence of biosignatures, should we detect them on
distant worlds.
Read a short, popular level article on the following web site. It is a summary of
their five review papers that were published in June 2018 in the peer-reviewed journal
Astrobiology. The web links to the complete review papers are also given on the web
site. They can be downloaded onto your computer’s hard disk in pdf format.
http://earthsky.org/space/alien-life-biosignatures-nexss-5-review-papers
To download a review paper in pdf format:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Under “Sources” at the end of the article, L click on the link to a paper.
On the web site where the paper is uploaded, L click on “View Article”.
L click on “View pdf” in the little window that appears.
R click on the document that appears.
L click on “Save as pdf”.
Browse to the folder where you want to save the paper, type a name for it and L
click on “Save”. Ω

October 19th 2018 observing evening report
- by Michael Poll
A three-quarter Moon and the light pollution compromised what was actually a nice clear
sky. We had five telescopes and five visitors. Percy, Danie, Michael, Fred and James were
there with telescopes and the visitors were Jaco with his young son Ivan, Amy with Kobie, a
toddler who must have been one of our youngest ever visitors, also Gregory was there. Ivan was
very keen and knowledgeable, and he brought his very nice astronomy book to show us.
We still had five planets in the sky, but only just. We caught Venus less than half an hour
before it set - it was only seven days before inferior conjunction. A rapid re-location of Michael’s
telescope to get a sight of it through the trees was rewarded with a view of the slimmest and
cutest of crescents. We also noted Mercury slightly higher up and north of Venus. All the visitors
were impressed with the views of the Moon, Jupiter and Saturn. Mars was nearly overhead and
did not get so much attention.
We did get a look at some other objects beside the Moon and the planets, although the
sky was quite washed out with light – the four stars of the Square of Pegasus, which range from
magnitude 2.1 to 2.8 were barely visible. We were able to point out some of the brighter stars
and some constellations. In the north there was the star Vega and the constellation of Cygnus.
To the west was Scorpius and to the south Alpha and Beta Centauri, and Achernar in Eridanus.
We did manage some deep sky objects, although conditions were not too good – Percy
showed the colourful double star Albireo (Beta Cygni), and we looked at Messier 7, the open
cluster in the tail of Scorpius. Michael showed the just-about-separated double Alpha Centauri in
his 150 mm telescope, and Fred managed to tease the globular cluster 47 Tucanae out of the
haze. James was trying out a newly acquired, but not new, 200 mm Schmit Cassegrain by
Meade. We got a good look at Saturn and the Cassini division.
We had a lot of discussion with our visitors about telescopes and star maps – how to use
the Sky Maps to get started and various configurations and mountings of telescopes. It was an
interesting evening. Ω
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NOTICE BOARD
 Collect your Sky Guide Africa South 2019 from Michelle Ferreira at the
meeting on 28 November.
 Centennial celebration of the IAU. https://www.iau-100.org/participate-100hours-of-astronomy
 Weekly astronomy and space news. Listen to Kechil Kirkham’s short broadcast
Town on FM Radio at 101.3
tt11t named Looking Up from Cape
t2
t 3 MHz each Friday at
recordings
of
previous
broadcasts
on
1 17:50. Or you can listen to tthe
2
http://www.fmr.co.za/looking-up/
 MNASSA. The latest as well as previous issues can be downloaded from
http://www.mnassa.org.za
 New Zooniverse project. This is for citizen scientists. Discern features in
galaxies in the Pan-STARRS survey to assist in their morphological classification.
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/citizenkane/morphological-classification-ofpan-starrs
 ASSA Deep Sky Section newsletter. This was sent to me by Doug Bullis,
editor of the newsletter.t The latest issue of the ASSA Deep Sky Section
t
t 4 newsletter Nightfall has been
5
posted on the Nightfall web 6page. It is 122 pages of
features by and about ASSA members, general interest articles, and beautiful
images. The back half features technical articles about the astrophysical side of
the objects we love to look at. In this issue we look at magnetars and why spiral
galaxies form bars.
You may want to click on the links to the 3 earlier Nightfall issues and 5 in-depth
Special Reports. There are some nice surprises and beautiful images in these:
Nightfall
V2#2
February
2018
Nightfall
V2#1
October
2017
Nightfall
V1#1
April
2015
Special Report #1: The Oldest Sky Atlas in the World (Dunhuang chart, T’ang
Dynasty, China)
Special Report #2: Riding with the Valkyries, a stargazer’s guide to O runaway
stars.
Special Report #3: Magellanic Mystery Solved (tracking down the largest
Galactic cirrus in the sky)
Special Report #4: Seeing the Dark (Galactic dust clouds)
Special Report #5: The Winds of Change are Blowing Over Aquila (Poor little
NGC 6749 is about to be eaten by our Milky Way’s central bar — in 5.3 million
years)
 Beanies. Beanies will be offered for sale @ R40.00 each at every monthly
meeting, until they are sold out.
 Old newsletters: All old newsletters from January 2004 onward are on our
website. They contain a record of our Centre’s activities as well as astronomical
information.
 Database: Members are reminded that a database of the books in our library is to
be found on our website.
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Summary of coming presentation on 28 November under “What’s Up?”
- by Johan Smit
What’s up in December 2018:
3 December 2018:
Conjunction of the Moon and Venus
Close approach of the Moon and Venus
5 December 2018:
Conjunction of the Moon and Mercury
7 December 2018:
New Moon
Close approach of Mars and Neptune
Conjunction of Mars and Neptune
8 December 2018:
The Moon at perihelion
9 December 2018:
Conjunction of the Moon and Saturn
11 December 2018:
Mercury at dichotomy
12 December 2018:
The Moon at apogee
14 December 2018:
Geminid meteor shower
15 December 2018:
Conjunction of the Moon and Mars
Close approach of the Moon and Mars
Moon at First Quarter
Mercury at greatest elongation west
21 December 2018:
Conjunction of Jupiter and Mercury
22 December 2018:
December solstice
The Moon at aphelion
Full Moon
24 December 2018:
The Moon at perigee
25 December 2018:
Close approach of the Moon and M44
26 December 2018:
Venus at perihelion
29 December 2018:
Conjunction of Venus and Ceres
Moon at Last Quarter
Continued on next page.
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What’s up in January 2019:
1 January 2019:
Conjunction of the Moon and Venus
2 January 2019:
Close approach of the Moon and Venus
Saturn at solar conjunction
3 January 2019:
The Earth at perihelion
Conjunction of the Moon and Jupiter
Close approach of the Moon and Jupiter
4 January 2019:
Conjunction of the Moon and Mercury and Jupiter
5 January 2019:
Venus at dichotomy
6 January 2019:
New Moon
Partial solar eclipse
The Moon at perihelion
Venus at greatest elongation west
9 January 2019:
The Moon at apogee
12 January 2019:
Mercury at aphelion
Conjunction of the Moon and Mars
13 January 2019:
Close approach of the Moon and Mars
14 January 2019:
Moon at First Quarter
21 January 2019:
Total lunar eclipse
Full Moon
Close approach of the Moon and M44
The Moon at perigee
The Moon at aphelion
22 January 2019:
Conjunction of Venus and Jupiter
Close approach of Venus and Jupiter
27 January 2019:
Moon at Last Quarter
30 January 2019:
Mercury at superior solar conjunction
31 January 2019:
Conjunction of the Moon and Jupiter
Close approach of the Moon and Jupiter
Conjunction of the Moon and Venus
Close approach of the Moon and Venus Ω
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Chairman’s report for meeting 24 October 2018 - by Danie Barnardo
Beginners Corner: Michael Poll – Trans-Neptunian Objects aka TNO’s
What's Up: Percy Jacobs
Main Talk: Video on the development of the Apollo Lunar Orbiter
The first item on the agenda was the presentation of an ASSA certificate to Michael Poll,
our popular and respected “GO-TO guy”, on his achievement of completing the observation of
the ASSA 100 list of objects. Well done and richly deserved, Michael!
Michael also started the evening’s proceedings by elaborating on the Trans-Neptunian
objects; that is, Solar System objects beyond the orbit of Neptune.
These objects can be classified as either Kuiper-Belt objects (KBO’s) or Oort Cloud
objects. Pluto is also one of the objects and was initially classified as a planet, but later reclassified as a dwarf planet. Pluto and its five moons are KBO’s.
KBO’s can further be classified as follows:
 Resonant objects, which are gravitationally bound to the orbit of Neptune. Pluto is the
major member of the 100 objects in this group, which are also known as Plutinos
 Classical KBO’s, also known as Cubewanos, named after QB1, the first of these objects
discovered in 1962.
 Scattered-Disk Objects, which includes Eris, the most massive know Trans-Nepunian
object. Centaurs are a sub-class of the Scattered-Disk Objects and were dislodged by
the gravity field of Neptune. They were tossed inward by Nepture and aorbits between
the Gas Giants.
 Detached Objects are the outer members of the Kuiper Belt and could be inner
members of the Oort Cloud.
Oort Cloud objects orbit beyond the KBO’s and their distance from the Sun ranges from
2,000 to 200,000 Astronomical Units.
As of January 2018, over 2,400 large TNO’s have been identified beyond Neptune and
estimates are that there may be over 100,000 KBO’s over 100 km in diameter.
Bosman dwelt on the objects visible during November and a summary, taken from the
October 2018 newsletter, follows:
Planets
Four naked eye planets are visible in the evening sky, Mercury, Saturn, Mars and
Jupiter, with Venus taking its position as the morning star.Mercury serves as the
evening star for the first three weeks of the month. Jupiter is visible shortly after
sunset only for the first part of the month, before it disappears in the solar glare. It
reaches solar conjunction on 26 November. Saturn sets in teh course of the
evening.
Moon
New Moon on 7 November
First Quarter on 15 November
Full Moon on 23 November
Last quarter on 30 November
Comets
Comet 64P/Swift-Gehrels at perihelion on 3 November Period 9.4 years
Comet 38P/Stephan-Oterma at perihelion on 10 November. Period 38 years
Meteor Showers
Continued on next page.
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Southern Taurid meteor shower at maximum on 5 November.
Northern Tauris meteor shower at maximum on 12 November.
Leonid meteor shower at maximum on 17 November.
After “Whats Up”, the meeting adjourned for 10 minutes for a leg stretch.
The video on the development of the Apollo mission’s Lunar orbiter was very interesting,
highlighting the problems associated with the development of the vehicle responsible to take the
Apollo missions’ to the moon and back in the late 1960’s and 70’s. The problems associated with
this mammoth task were highlighted and proved to be the highlight of manned space travel and,
to date, the only vehicle that proved able to take man to the Moon.
The evening ended at about 21:00 with coffee/tea and biscuits at which further discussion
ensued. Ω
Photographs by Johan Moolman

Summary of Main Topic, viz. “The Surface of Pluto”
to be presented by Michael Poll on November 28th 2018
Pluto has about the
same surface area as Russia,
and, as shown by the New
Horizons Space Probe, it has a
great
variety
of
surface
topography.
There
are
numerous different land forms
and this presentation looks at a
few of them, as discussed
below.
There is the heart
shaped Tombaugh Regio, with
one lobe called Sputnik Planitia
consisting of smooth (mostly
nitrogen) ice, and the other lobe
consisting of bright pitted
uplands. There is what has
been called “bladed terrain” that
has spiky pillars of methane ice
hundreds of metres high. There
are mountains up to 6000
metres high, some made of
water ice, and some that are
probable
cryovolcanoes. A
contrasting type of terrain is the
Dark Uplands, which include
Cthulhu Regio and Krun Macula. We also look at the distribution of the more than 5000 impact
craters on Pluto and the distribution of the various ices on the surface. All in all, a fascinating
dwarf planet.
The image shows the encounter hemisphere of Pluto. Ω

Astronomy basics: Children of the stars
This educational documentary follows immediately after the one on gravity mentioned in
last month’s newsletter, and is also presented by prof Brian Cox. It describes our history, which is
also the history of the Universe, starting 13.7 billion years ago.
https://documentaryheaven.com/wonders-of-the-universe-3/ Ω
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Star luminosity – the energy output of the star detected in spectra
Spectroscopy by Percy Jacobs (Amateur)
The article is based on my learning progress in amateur spectroscopy whereby
the skill of taking spectra is improved, the skill of processing spectra is improved, the
skill of interpreting and analysing spectra is improved.
With basic entry level spectroscopy, with a medium resolution spectrograph,
~R1,000, star Luminosity differences can be detected in spectra. Luminosity is the
energy output of the star.
In contrast, the term brightness in astronomy is generally used to refer to an
object's apparent brightness: that is, how bright an object appears to an observer.
Apparent brightness depends on both the luminosity of the object and the distance
between the object and observer, and also on any absorption of light along the path
from object to observer. Apparent magnitude is a logarithmic measure of apparent
brightness.
Observed in spectra, absorption lines are pressure sensitive. So, the lines get
broader as the pressure increases. In larger stars, they are “puffier”, which means lower
pressure, so lines show up narrower.
The depth of the line is a measure of the abundance of the element. The width
(and shape) of the lines are due to factors like;
- turbulence effects in the stellar atmosphere - more turbulence wider absorption lines
-rotational velocity of the star
-temperature of the star
-magnetic fields around the star
-atomic collisions due to atmospheric pressure (associated with the mass of the star) the higher the pressure the broader the lines.
In the below spectra, of three Class B type stars, we can see the Luminosity
differences by measuring the EW value, Equivalent Width, which is intensity of the
absorption feature vs the wavelength, and abundance of material by the depth of the
absorption feature. If we now compare the EW values to documented Luminosity values
and Diameter values, we can clearly see the difference in Luminosity in the taken
spectra.
Orange Line - Regulus - B8 - ~Luminosity 288 L☉ / ~Diameter 4.3M km / EW=0.629
mÅ
Green Line - Phi Sagittarii B8 - ~Luminosity 475 L☉ / ~Diameter 6.7M km / EW=0.463
mÅ
Purple Line - Rigel - B7/8 - ~Luminosity 110,000 L☉ / ~Diameter 105M km /
EW=0.088 mÅ
Orange Line - Regulus
- High density
- High pressure
- Large abundance (high EW value)
Purple Line - Rigel
- Lower density (large “puffy” star)
- Low pressure
- Low abundance (very low EW value)
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The highlighted area, the Hβ 486.1 Å, is the area analysed for depth of absorption
(abundance) and Equivalent Width, EW (broadening / width).

References
1. Presentation - TWIN BOOK PROJECT, ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY, By
Richard Walker & Marc F.M. Trypsteen, slide 9
2. Ken Harrison, email commentary on my spectra, Friday, 02 November 2018
06:16
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminosity - luminosity explained
4. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phi_Sagittarii - star facts
5. Further reading - Stars and their Spectra: An Introduction to the Spectral
Sequence - by James B. Kaler (Author)
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Pretoria Centre member makes it into the December 2018 issue of Sky &
Telescope Magazine. See below.

